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Rangebuilding is an essential part of trombone playing. It allows you to play
higher and lower notes with more ease and control, and it can also help
you to improve your overall sound and intonation. In this article, we will
provide a comprehensive guide to rangebuilding on the trombone, covering
all aspects from the low register to the high register. We will include
exercises, tips, and advice from expert trombonist Tom Ervin.

The Low Register

The low register of the trombone is often considered to be the most difficult
to play. This is because the notes are lower in pitch, which means that they
require more air to produce. Additionally, the slide positions are often less
precise, which can make it difficult to play in tune. Here are some tips for
playing in the low register:

Use a large mouthpiece. A larger mouthpiece will help you to produce
more air and sound, which will make it easier to play in the low
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register.

Take deep breaths. It is important to take deep breaths when playing
in the low register. This will help you to fill your lungs with air and
produce a stronger sound.

Use a slow, even airstream. When playing in the low register, it is
important to use a slow, even airstream. This will help you to control
the pitch and intonation of the notes.

Relax your embouchure. It is important to relax your embouchure
when playing in the low register. This will help you to produce a more
open and resonant sound.

Exercises for the Low Register

Here are some exercises that you can use to practice playing in the low
register:

1. Long tones. Long tones are a great way to improve your breath
control and intonation. To play a long tone, simply hold a note for as
long as you can, using a slow, even airstream. Start with notes in the
middle of your range and gradually move lower as you improve.

2. Lip slurs. Lip slurs are a great way to improve your flexibility and
range. To play a lip slur, simply slide from one note to another, using
your lips to control the pitch. Start with small intervals and gradually
increase the size of the intervals as you improve.

3. Scales. Scales are a great way to practice playing in all keys and
registers. To play a scale, simply play the notes of the scale in order,
using a slow, even airstream. Start with scales in the middle of your
range and gradually move lower as you improve.



4. Arpeggios. Arpeggios are a great way to improve your dexterity and
coordination. To play an arpeggio, simply play the notes of a chord in
order, using a slow, even airstream. Start with arpeggios in the middle
of your range and gradually move lower as you improve.

The High Register

The high register of the trombone is often considered to be the most
challenging to play. This is because the notes are higher in pitch, which
means that they require more precise control of the embouchure and
airstream. Here are some tips for playing in the high register:

Use a small mouthpiece. A smaller mouthpiece will help you to
produce a more focused and controlled sound, which will make it
easier to play in the high register.

Take shallow breaths. It is important to take shallow breaths when
playing in the high register. This will help you to control the pitch and
intonation of the notes.

Use a fast, focused airstream. When playing in the high register, it is
important to use a fast, focused airstream. This will help you to
produce a clear and bright sound.

Tighten your embouchure. It is important to tighten your embouchure
when playing in the high register. This will help you to produce a more
focused and controlled sound.

Exercises for the High Register

Here are some exercises that you can use to practice playing in the high
register:



1. Lip trills. Lip trills are a great way to improve your flexibility and
control of the embouchure. To play a lip trill, simply roll your lips back
and forth, using a fast, even airstream. Start with trills on notes in the
middle of your range and gradually move higher as you improve.

2. Slurs. Slurs are a great way to improve your range and accuracy. To
play a slur, simply slide from one note to another, using a smooth,
even airstream. Start with slurs on notes in the middle of your range
and gradually move higher as you improve.

3. Octave scales. Octave scales are a great way to practice playing in
the high register. To play an octave scale, simply play the notes of the
scale in order, starting on the lowest note and ending on the highest
note. Start with octave scales in the middle of your range and gradually
move higher as you improve.

4. Chords. Chords are a great way to practice playing in the high
register. To play a chord, simply play two or more notes at the same
time. Start with chords in the middle of your range and gradually move
higher as you improve.

Rangebuilding is an essential part of trombone playing. By following the
tips and exercises in this article, you can improve your range and control in
both the low and high registers. With practice and dedication, you can
become a more versatile and expressive trombonist.
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